
WEEK 5  - week beg 29th June 2020 

Monday - Handwriting and Spelling. 

 
High frequency words - the 

                                      and 

                                      a 

 

Write a line of each of the three high frequency words given above in your best cursive 

handwriting. If you are one of the superstars who is now joining up their writing please write the 

words in your joined up handwriting. 

 

Next write sentences containing each of the high frequency words, one sentence for each word. 

 

Tuesday - Handwriting and Spelling. 

 
High frequency words - to 

                                      said 

                                      in 

 

Write a line of each of the three high frequency words given above in your best cursive 

handwriting. If you are one of the superstars who is now joining up their writing please write the 

words in your joined up handwriting. 

 

Next write sentences containing each of the high frequency words, one sentence for each word. 

Wednesday - Handwriting and Spelling. 

 
High frequency words - he 

                                      I 

                                      of 

 

Write a line of each of the three high frequency words given above in your best cursive 

handwriting. If you are one of the superstars who is now joining up their writing please write the 

words in your joined up handwriting. 

 

Next write sentences containing each of the high frequency words, one sentence for each word. 

 

Thursday - Handwriting and Spelling. 

 
High frequency words - it 

                                      was 

                                      you 

 



Write a line of each of the three high frequency words given above in your best cursive 

handwriting. If you are one of the superstars who is now joining up their writing please write the 

words in your joined up handwriting. 

 

Next write sentences containing each of the high frequency words, one sentence for each word. 

Friday - Handwriting and Spelling. 

 
High frequency words - they 

                                      on 

                                      she 

 

Write a line of each of the three high frequency words given above in your best cursive 

handwriting. If you are one of the superstars who is now joining up their writing please write the 

words in your joined up handwriting. 

 

Next write sentences containing each of the high frequency words, one sentence for each word. 

 

 


